Flip MIRROR
Designed by Javier Moreno Studio for Normann Copenhagen
_________________________________________________________________________________________________

COLORS:
MATERIALS:
SIZES:
PRICE:

Black, blush, brass, grey, matte steel, sand, white
Steel and glass mirror
H: 34,5 x L: 28 x D: 19,5 cm
Black, blush, grey, sand, white:
EUR 100, - / GBP 91, - / USD 125,Brass, matte steel:
EUR 160, - / GBP 145, - / USD 215,-

A simple and functional table mirror
Javier Moreno Studio has designed a simple table mirror for Normann Copenhagen. It includes several functions and has a
delightfully organic mode of expression. Flip can be turned up, down and rotated 360 degrees. The tray design of the base means
that Flip is both a traditional mirror and an easy and simple storage utility for your bits and bobs.
Javier Moreno Studio consciously avoided a geometric design for Flip. They wanted to use a freer and more organic shape for the
mirror instead. The softness of the silhouette contrasts the glass and steel materials and gives the Flip a friendly and
accommodating expression.
Flip is inspired by the traditional dressing table where one can see how one looks in the mirror and at the same time keep all the
small items that are nice to have close at hand before leaving the house. The base functions as a tray and is ideal for keeping items
such as jewellery, make-up and keys on.
Javier Moreno Studio says that: ”Typically, a mirror has only one function, but I wanted to make a mirror that could offer more.
You usually look in the mirror just before leaving the house, so why not let it be there where you keep the last things you use to
get ready with, or need to remember just before you go?”
The Flip mirror is available in Black, blush, brass, grey, matte steel, sand and white making it easy fit for almost all styles. Place it on
a chest of drawers in the hallway or use it as a make up mirror in the bedroom.
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